the little door | events
“instantly transporting” -zagat

the little door | west hollywood

Stepping inside The Little Door is like being transported
to the European countryside, away from the bustle of Los Angeles,
for a truly authentic French-Mediterranean dining experience.
As a Los Angeles institution, The Little Door remains a pioneer
of using only fresh, local & quality ingredients in its dishes.
Our love of food is rivaled only by our passion for hospitality.
Trust The Little Door to make your next event a memorable one.
Since 1996

Contact our Special Events Manager for further information
events@thelittledoor.com | www.thelittledoor.com
8164 West 3rd Street, Los Angeles, CA 90048
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Chef T. Nicolas Peter

As the son a professional chemist for a French fragrance company & an avid home cook, Executive Chef T. Nicolas Peter grew up in a
household that embraced the science behind flavor. Growing up internationally, in such culinary capitals like Paris, Belgium & the South
of France, Chef Nicolas absorbed the methods, pairings & ingredients, which would ultimately develop his incomparable cooking style.
Upon moving to the States in his twenties, Chef Nicolas quickly moved up the culinary ranks in fine-dining establishments and hotels.
He was soon hired as executive chef at Hollywood’s celebrated Café des Artistes, where he refined their bistro menu.
In 1996, Chef Nicolas left to open The Little Door with Frederic & Nicolas Meschin.
The Little Door’s simple & authentic French-Mediterranean fare showcases Chef Nicolas’ natural talent for creating harmonious dishes.
Constantly captivated by the aromas of fresh, organic produce, herbs, & spices, Chef Nicolas carefully considers the flavor of each
ingredient when developing a new dish & is always refining familiar entrees to keep surprising & pleasing palettes.
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garden patio

pure ambience
Seated Capacity: 80 Guests | Reception Capacity: 150 Guests
Few restaurants have the iconic atmosphere of The Little Door in West Hollywood & the Garden
Patio may be why. Stepping through the enchanted doors, you discover a magical garden that will
take your guests’ breath away. Sunlight beams through the winding vines of the open roof onto
cobblestone floors, creating a truly magical, transporting atmosphere. The Garden Patio is rare
jewel in the heart of Los Angeles and perfect for any event you want to be remembered.
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blue room

private affairs
Seated Capacity: 40 Guests | Reception Capacity: 50 Guests
The Blue Room offers the perfect space for your next private event. Reminiscent of a
countryside cottage, the Blue Room is quietly nestled in the back of the restaurant, away from
the bustle of the front patio. The light from a glowing fireplace flickers against stained-glass
windows, creating a warm and inviting atmosphere for your guests. Thick curtains are drawn
to create a true sense of seclusion that only your personal server will be able to enter.
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winter garden

alfresco intimacy
Seated Capacity: 30 Guests | Reception Capacity: 40 Guests
The Winter Garden sits adjacent to the Garden Patio and boasts the most panoramic view of
the entire restaurant. Semi-bordered by turquoise-trimmed walls, the Winter Garden offers a
sense of seclusion, yet the bamboo-lined open-air ceiling recreates the outdoor atmosphere of the
Garden Patio. The Winter Garden is the perfect balance of alfresco intimacy.
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piano room

classic elegance
Seated Capacity: 20 Guests | Reception Capacity: 30 Guests
Certainly the most classic dining room in the restaurant, the Piano Room creates an elegant,
sheltered experience. Hidden behind bright white curtains, the guests of the Piano Room enjoy a
warm, glowing atmosphere. The candlelight seems to melt into the rich, golden walls of the piano
room, creating a rich energy alive with international music & vibrance.
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evening price sheet

Sunday - Thursday

Friday & Saturday

Piano Room

Piano Room

$3,000 food and beverage minimum

$5,000 food and beverage minimum

for up to 20 seated guests

for up to 20 seated guests

Winter Garden

Winter Garden

$3,000 food and beverage minimum

$5,000 food and beverage minimum

for up to 30 seated guests

for up to 30 seated guests

Blue Room

Blue Room

$3,000 food and beverage minimum

$5,000 food and beverage minimum

for up to 40 seated guests

for up to 40 seated guests

Full Restaurant Buyout

Full Restaurant Buyout

$15,000 food and beverage minimum

$20,000 food and beverage minimum

Pricing exclusive of 22% service charge & sales tax

